PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP MEETING 7 MARCH 2013 

Present

A.H
A.H
T.R
N.D
J.N
I. S
A.M (chairperson)
A.T

Linda Lawton (Practice Manager)
Lizzie Brain (Practice Nurse)
Sara Wilson (taking minutes)



Apologies – J.W – letter arrived too late

N.D commented that on a previous meeting, it was cancelled and he was not informed.  Linda Lawton said that everyone was notified as soon as was possible.

Issue one – the appointment system – is it working?

Lizzie said there are two options – this one or revert to the old system of appointments.  A.H commented that is seems easier to see a nurse than to see a GP.  Lizzie said that the problem with the old system was patients failing to attend appointments (DNA’s).  Several members of the group suggested fining non attenders or taking patients off the practice list. It was explained that we are unable to do either and in fact patients wrote to their MP regarding appointments and the number of written complaints about getting an appointment increased.  Lizzie said that we do not have enough doctors – we now have 3 ½ doctors from 4 and there is a nationwide shortage.  As there is no longer a PCT 30 GPs are now managers instead of working in surgeries seeing patients.  Also a lot of GPs are ladies and they don’t want full time work.  Dr Lomatschinsky will be moving to another locum post.  A member of the group asked when Dr Robinson will be returning and Linda informed them that she will not be coming back due to family commitments – travelling time etc.  Jillian Naylor commented that she arrived in good time to try and get an appointment at the 8 o’clock check in and joined the queue but was subsequently heckled/abused by other patients who were also waiting – J.N wasn’t aware they were also waiting and was very upset by this.  She also mentioned that she saw a woman downstairs in tears after a similar experience.  Lizzie said this was the first she had heard about it and patients shouldn’t have to tolerate this.  J.N suggested perhaps giving people tickets on arrival, Linda doesn’t want people queuing and we shouldn’t need tickets etc, Lizzie mentioned the benefits of having a “meet and greet” person out in the waiting area to direct people to the right place – similar to the post office system.

Lizzie said that we need more doctors – we may need to go to the cluster – we need help in recruiting GP’s.  We actually need 4 ½ GP alongside Lizzie’s emergency clinic.  It was asked by the group if we should get our MP to a PPG meeting and are we forced to take on more new patients.  Lizzie said we have now closed our books but we are not saturated.  New patients can be very complex, their notes need summarising and we get patients changing from Dr Tangri’s practice, from Springfield Medical Centre along with Care Home patients.  GPs are now attached to specific Care Homes and we have employed a home visit nurse to support the doctors.  The next 2 weeks are important and we may have to go to the Cluster for help.  Ideally we need to have 5 full time or 4 full time doctors and all holidays to be covered.  It was asked if we have too many patients per GP but under an LMC analysis there are enough doctors and lots of nurses.  It was asked of Linda how many patients register/leave the practice but as it is a constant thing it is impossible to say.  The practice is going to close the books for 3 months or until we get more doctors – we currently have around 8,000 patients but many of these patients are high demand.  The current appointment system was explained again, a majority of the group preferred bookable appointments. Adrian Hardy would prefer to wait before reverting back to the old system and see if the MP can do anything.  Lizzie suggested trying an A board and also liked the idea of a “meet and greeter”

It was asked how many of the patients that attend Lizzie’s emergency clinic was an actual emergency and she estimated 5%. House call numbers are static and a survey over 6 months including prior to changing the appointment system showed that the out of hours figures are also the same.

Next issue – Phlebotomy

Problems with congestion – there are other users, lots going on in the building. Problems parking. A.H said he was turned away at 11.15 thought the clinic is until 12.00 but it was “packed”.  Several members of the group commented that it is easier to attend City Hospital.

Next issue – leaflet

A.M had sent Linda the proposed information leaflet on how to see a doctor/nurse at the surgery.  A copy was passed around the group and the general consensus of opinion was that it informative.  There are also updated methods of getting in touch with the practice.  Linda will print off copies of the leaflet – reception can give to patients when booking etc.

The building manager was scheduled to attend this meeting but was unable to attend due to ill health.

A.H mentioned that no permit for clamping vehicles in the car park was going to be obtained.  The proposed restrictions for parking on the main road was also mentioned.

Flu campaign – worked well.

Referrals – mostly happy with choose and book, some patient had tried on line with good results.

Lizzie Brain explained about the clinical navigator – we are able to admit patients bypassing the emergency department.  She is keen to develop a Health Visitor clinic to see children’s minor illnesses.

A.M and A.H agreed to arrange a meeting with MP Graham Allen.

Next meeting 20/6/13

